
Educational and professional programs, lobbying and survivals… 

 

Today majority of high school country the professional programs of preparation 

the students of economic direction try to form in accordance with canons of leading 

Kiev high school, for default of any standards or suggestions the Ministry of education 

and science of Ukraine (MESU). However such program development process of 

preparation the future specialists which will have possibility to get qualification with a 

word "economist", it is possible to consider creative, serious only for high school from 

capital. According to all other high school, so it is here must to tell about lobbying of 

certain interests that be leave certain disciplines in curricula, which are attracted almost 

"for ears" under those educational programs, on which it follows to be oriented today. 

Even, conducted reforms in 2016 year in directions of preparation of students-

economists, did not change existent approaches and looks of guidance, especially 

technical high, that have economic faculties and specialties, not those, who puts it 

coordinating signatures near the guarantors of the programs. And how is here are not 

remember the all known anecdotic utterance, that "us it is impossible without white 

color!” It is means, that you can tell and writing, what you pleasing, but if at the list of 

professional discipline is not include list of "obligatory row", which is concerted the 

leaders of those university or other leaders of university departments, who accepts an 

eventual decision, so have not authority to put nothing to insert this list, even if 1/4 the 

professional disciplines should to accepted in general lines. These programs and plans 

are two documents, which provide a survival of one department, and quite other 

competences are the specialists, which for such plans are not answer certain direction of 

MESU. 

It is necessary to understand that reforms, at first need to began is not from 

adopted old, not logical, unprofessional, is not approach to forming of plans, but from 

new, other positions on it, that every high school, especially not capital, can survive is 

not for a presence and adaptation already turned out, usual, not variable (because always 

so it was!). But for these, what need take at attention like as: only new relation, new 

poison tor preparation of specialists-professionals. For the sake of it, secondly, must be 

conducted the experiments, to be the created possibilities for existence of the unique 

programs, plans which will hang up an image is not only educational establishments, 

but also is show different professional points on the preparation of specialists with 

sound and wide competences.  

We invite our authors and readers attached to the discussions on different 

questions and painful problems on this occasion. Because exactly from us is depending, 

whom future professionals-specialists we prepare and produce in independent life. 
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